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Abstract
AI alignment work is important from both a commercial and a safety lens. With
this paper, we aim to help actors who support alignment efforts to make these
efforts as effective as possible, and to avoid potential adverse effects. We begin
by suggesting that institutions that are trying to act in the public interest (such as
governments) should aim to support specifically alignment work that reduces
accident or misuse risks. We then describe four problems which might cause
alignment efforts to be counterproductive, increasing large-scale AI risks. We
suggest mitigations for each problem. Finally, we make a broader
recommendation that institutions trying to act in the public interest should
think systematically about how to make their alignment efforts as effective, and
as likely to be beneficial, as possible.
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Executive summary
AI alignment work is important from both a commercial and a safety lens. With
this paper, we aim to help actors who support alignment efforts to make these
efforts as effective as possible and to avoid potential adverse effects. (To section)

● “Alignment” refers to the extent to which an AI system, or AI systems in
general, act in a way that the developer intended.1

● We use “alignment efforts” to mean technical work to promote alignment,
as well as attempts to support this work, e.g., by providing funding.

● We are particularly aiming to inform “public interest institutions” that
might support alignment efforts. This is our term for organizations that
are trying to act in the public interest, such as governments, international
organizations, and philanthropic foundations.

We begin by suggesting that public-interest institutions should aim to support
specifically alignment work that reduces accident or misuse risks. (To section)

● This goal will closely overlap with, but sometimes differ from, supporting
alignment work in general. Alignment work not only reduces risks, but
also makes AI systems straightforwardly more useful.

● More useful AI systems are o�en beneficial to society, but other actors
(e.g., corporate AI developers) are already strongly incentivized to
increase the usefulness of AI systems. As a result, alignment efforts that
primarily increase usefulness are less likely to be neglected;
public-interest institutions might add little marginal value if they focus
on it. These efforts might even just replace work that would otherwise
have been done by corporate developers.2

We then describe four problems which might cause alignment efforts to be
counterproductive, increasing large-scale AI risks:

1. Relative progress problem: To minimize large-scale AI risks, society
should aim for a high ratio of progress in AI safeguards, relative to
progress on AI capabilities. Some alignment efforts may upset this ratio
by causing more progress on capabilities than on safeguards. (To section)

2. False sense of security problem: Some alignment efforts might
contribute to a false sense of security that the accident and misuse risks
from a given AI system, or AI systems in general, are low. This might

2 There could also be some risks that result from increasing the usefulness of AI systems.
We discuss these in the context of the relative progress problem and the bad principal
problem.

1We discuss alternative definitions in the appendix.
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mean that various actors do not take steps that they would otherwise take
to reduce these risks. (To section)

3. Dangerous valley problem: Because of externalities, increasing the
alignment of a given AI system might push it into a dangerous “valley”
where the system is sufficiently safe that the developer is incentivized to
deploy it, but insufficiently safe to make this deployment beneficial from
society’s perspective. (To section)

4. Bad principal problem: If the actor with which an AI system is aligned
(“the principal”) wants to misuse the system, then increasing alignment
would be harmful via helping this actor to perpetrate misuse. (To section)

In our discussion of each problem, we recommend ways to mitigate the
problem:

Name Selected recommendations

Relative progress
problem

Public interest institutions should focus on alignment for large-scale risk
reduction rather than alignment in general. Processes such as
consulting external experts and formalized red-teaming of given
alignment efforts might be helpful for achieving this.

Reduce risks from “dual-use” alignment findings, such as by
considering sharing some findings only with groups that are
working on reducing risks from AI systems. National AI safety
institutes might be well-placed to facilitate this information
exchange.

False sense of
security problem

Better understand the alignment of a given AI system. For example,
use external auditors to assess alignment and understand that
important alignment issues might be difficult to detect.

Better understand the state of alignment efforts in general. For
example, promote norms around communicating whether a
given alignment effort will remain helpful as AI systems become
more capable.

Preserve the ability to correct ill-advised deployments, i.e., to change
how or whether an AI system is deployed, should evidence of
significant alignment issues emerge.

Dangerous valley
problem

Governance mechanisms to better align the level of risk that is accepted
from a given AI deployment with society’s interests. For example,
licensing regimes where regulators could block specific AI
deployments if these deployments pose more risk than society is
willing to accept.
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Limiting the number of actors that can unilaterally deploy AI systems in
high-risk ways. For example, placing strong information security
around model weights so that reckless actors cannot steal and
deploy unsafe AI systems.

Bad principal
problem

Prevent malicious actors from having powerful AI systems that are
aligned to them.We discuss two key steps:

● Governments should prevent malicious actors from being
able to develop their own very capable AI systems, e.g., by
blocking their access to large compute clusters.

● Prevent malicious actors from removing safeguards on
existing powerful AI systems, e.g., with limits on the
open-sourcing of the most powerful models.

Deter or mitigate misuse. For example, via criminal sanctions or via
“hardening” society against misuse such as by batching cyber
vulnerabilities.

We then make a broader recommendation that public-interest institutions
should think systematically about how to make their alignment efforts as
effective, and as likely to be beneficial, as possible. (To section)

● For example, these institutions should assess the following questions
when evaluating a given alignment effort: To what extent would the
alignment effort reduce accident and misuse risks? To what extent would
the alignment effort increase these risks, e.g., via one of the four
problems? Can any increases be mitigated, e.g., with the specific
recommendations made in this paper?

● We expect that it would be helpful for public-interest institutions to work
with external experts to answer these questions. We give some
suggestions of how to do this.

Alignment efforts are extremely valuable and should be a priority for many
actors. Although we are concerned about the problems that we describe, we
expect that these problems could be sufficiently mitigated to make
public-interest institutions’ efforts to support alignment highly beneficial.
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Introduction
Large-scale risks from AI have received significant attention in 2023. Hundreds
of AI scientists and other notable figures have signed a statement that
“Mitigating the risk of extinction from AI should be a global priority alongside
other societal-scale risks such as pandemics and nuclear war” (CAIS, 2023).
According to a YouGov poll, 70% of Americans agree with the same statement
(AIPI, 2023). In the Bletchley Declaration, many world governments, including
those of China, the EU, the UK, and the US stated that “there is potential for
serious, even catastrophic, harm, either deliberate or unintentional, stemming
from the most significant capabilities of [frontier] AI models” (UK Government,
2023).3

This widespread concern has led to increased interest from a wide range of
actors in technical and governance measures to reduce large-scale risks from AI
accidents and misuse. This paper focuses on a key measure: alignment of AI
systems. We use “alignment” to mean “the extent to which an AI system, or AI
systems in general, act in a way that the developer intended.”4 Note that being
aligned with the developer o�en overlaps with being aligned with the user. For
example, with some exceptions, such as around illegal or harmful content, a
company such as OpenAI generally wants its AI systems to be as helpful as
possible to end users.

We use “alignment efforts” to connote three overlapping kinds of work:

1. Technical work that directly increases the alignment of AI systems, e.g.,
researching or applying alignment techniques.

2. Technical work that would not itself increase alignment but that might
prevent misaligned AI systems from being developed or deployed.
Examples of this work include mechanistic interpretability, model safety
evaluations, and work on “model organisms of misalignment.”5

5Mechanistic interpretability is the study of taking a trained neural network and
analyzing the weights to reverse engineer the algorithms learned by the model. This
could be helpful for detecting whether an AI system is being deceptive (Räuker et al.,
2023, p. 11). Model safety evaluations attempt to assess whether a given AI system has or

4 “Alignment” is defined by researchers in many ways; we discuss alternative definitions
in the appendix. We focus on alignment to the developer rather than the end user
because the former seems in practice to be more common, at least for the most
advanced AI systems. For example, companies that provide chatbots to the public
generally impose some limits on what the AI system will do for end users, such as not
producing illegal or hateful content (see, e.g., Usage policies, 2023).

3 Other notable examples that indicate concern among various groups include Bilge et
al. (2023), Bengio et al. (2023a), Bengio et al. (2023b), Future of Life Institute (2023), and
Guterres (2023).
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3. Attempts to support the other two lines of work, e.g., by providing them
with funding or institutional backing.

Alignment efforts should be a priority for many actors. In this paper, we aim to
help actors who support alignment efforts to make these efforts as effective as
possible, and to avoid potential adverse effects. We are primarily aiming to
inform institutions that might spend significant resources on alignment efforts
and that are aiming to act in the public interest. We refer to these collectively as
“public-interest institutions.” Examples include:

● Government agencies. See, for example, specific funding programs from
the NSF in the US, and ARIA in the UK.

● International organizations. See, for example, proposals for a “CERN for
AI safety” (Anthis, 2023; Ho et al., 2023, pp. 13–14; Marcus, 2023).

● Philanthropic foundations. See, for example, the second and third “hard
problems in AI” that Schmidt Futures hopes to solve. See also the efforts
by ten allied philanthropies to ensure that AI advances the public interest,
including by improving interpretability and transparency.

We begin by noting that alignment work does not just have the effects of
reducing AI risks, but also of making AI systems more useful. Insofar as these
effects come apart, we argue that public-interest institutions should specifically
be aiming to promote the former. We give examples of how to do so. Efforts
that focus on large-scale risk reduction are more likely to be an effective use of
resources and may avoid some downside risks.

We then describe four possible problems which might cause public-interest
alignment efforts to be counterproductive, i.e., to increase large-scale risks. For
each problem, we suggest specific mitigations:6

1. Relative progress problem: To minimize large-scale AI risks, society
should aim for a high ratio of progress in AI safeguards, relative to
progress on AI capabilities. Some alignment efforts may upset this ratio
by causing more progress on capabilities than on safeguards.

6We order the problems roughly according to how much we expect them to cause
adverse effects, though we have not made a rigorous attempt to rank them, and we do
not justify our rankings here.

will have dangerous capabilities and/or a propensity to apply these capabilities for
harm. Concerning evaluation results might indicate that an AI system should not be
further developed or deployed, at least without further alignment work (Shevlane et al.,
2023). Model organisms are “in vitro demonstrations of the kinds of failures that might
pose existential threats” from AI systems. They could be helpful for improving our
understanding of potential failures, as well as for informing policy discussions around
misalignment (Hubinger et al., 2023).
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2. False sense of security problem: Some alignment efforts might
contribute to a false sense of security that the accident and misuse risks
from a given AI system, or AI systems in general, are low. This might
mean that various actors do not take steps that they would otherwise take
to reduce these risks.7

3. Dangerous valley problem: Because of externalities, increasing the
alignment of a given AI system might push it into a dangerous “valley”
where the system is sufficiently safe that the developer is incentivized to
deploy it, but insufficiently safe to make this deployment beneficial from
society’s perspective.

4. Bad principal problem: If the actor with which an AI system is aligned
(“the principal”) wants to misuse the system, then increasing alignment
would be harmful via helping this actor to perpetrate misuse.

As well as making recommendations specific to each problem, we finish with a
more general discussion. We suggest ways in which public-interest institutions
can work systematically to make their alignment efforts as effective, and as likely
to be beneficial, as possible.

Although we are concerned about the problems that we describe, we are
confident that these can be sufficiently mitigated or avoided to make alignment
efforts overall very beneficial. We hope that various public interest institutions
support alignment efforts while bearing these recommendations in mind.

7 One such measure could be a licensing regime for frontier AI development that would
aim to reduce the likelihood of very powerful but misaligned AI systems being
developed (Anderljung et al., 2023).
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Alignment efforts that prioritize risk
reduction
Alignment work can both reduce the large-scale risks from AI systems and make
AI systems more useful, such as by making AI systems more likely to produce
an output that is helpful to the user. Indeed, the same specific techniques o�en
do both. Insofar as these effects come apart, we claim in this section that
public-interest institutions should prioritize alignment efforts that have the
highest ratio of reducing large-scale risks to increasing usefulness.8 This is
primarily because these efforts are more likely to be neglected by other actors.
Additionally, these efforts may have fewer downside risks.

Our claim does not necessarily imply that public-interest institutions should not
support work that has significant effects on usefulness. If these institutions
follow our strategy, then the more that they spend on alignment efforts, the
more they will pursue opportunities to support alignment efforts with a
particularly high ratio of risk reduction to increasing usefulness. If these
institutions are spending significant resources on alignment efforts, this might
mean that their best option for what to support next would be an alignment
effort that has a relatively low ratio.

In this section, we discuss these considerations in more detail and give examples
of alignment efforts that might have a particularly high ratio of reducing
large-scale risks to increasing usefulness.

Effects of alignment work
Alignment work could reduce at least two classes of large-scale AI risks:9

● Accident risks: An AI system might act in a way that no one intends, and
thus pose hazards. For example, goal-directed AI systems might

9 For more complete taxonomies of AI risks, see Hendrycks et al. (2023), Maham &
Küspert (2023), or Zwetsloot & Dafoe (2019). We leave out of scope here structural risk.
This consists of risks from how AI shapes the broader (competitive) environments in
which it is used (Zwetsloot & Dafoe 2019). That said, we expect that many of the
problems and mitigations discussed in this paper could also be applied to structural risk.

8 By “public-interest alignment efforts,” we mean alignment efforts enacted by
institutions that are trying to act in the public interest, e.g., government funding
programs. This contrasts with alignment efforts that might be pursued by self-interested
actors such as profit-maximizing corporate AI developers – even if the alignment efforts
of corporate AI developers would also have positive externalities for society more
broadly.
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implement goals that no person would want, or act in an adversarial way
in order to pursue these goals, such as by attempting to deceive humans
(Bengio et al., 2023a, pp. 2–3; Chan et al., 2023, pp. 13–14, UK
Department for Science, Innovation & Technology, 2023, pp. 8, 16,
27–28). If an AI system is more aligned to its developer, then it is less
likely to have goals that no one would want or to act in an adversarial way
as a result.10

● Misuse risks:Many AI systems are used by end users that are different
from their developer. The end user might want to use an AI system for
something that constitutes misuse by the lights of the developer. For
example, a chatbot user might want to use the bot to learn how to build a
bioweapon, despite the bot’s developer not wanting the bot to help with
this kind of request.11 In such cases, the more that an AI system is aligned
(to the developer), the more likely it is to reject misuse requests.12 Note
that if an AI system is aligned to its developer, that system could still be
misused by the developer. We call this the “bad principal problem” and
discuss it below.

Alignment does not purely have the effect of reducing large-scale AI risks; if an
AI system is more likely to do what its developer intends, then that system is
straightforwardly more useful for the developer (Khlaaf 2023, pp. 6–8). For
example, consider a chatbot that a company develops for its internal use. If this
chatbot answers questions in a way that is more helpful to the company, then
the chatbot is more useful to the developer because it is more aligned. Chatbots
are o�en used primarily by people other than the developer; for example, most
ChatGPT users are not OpenAI employees. A similar logic applies in these cases;

12 One could imagine cases where a given alignment effort contributes more to making
an AI system helpful to end users (regardless of whether they have good intentions),
rather than to making the AI system harmless by the lights of the developer. Such
alignment efforts might increasemisuse risk. For example, GPT-4 was first aligned with a
round of RLHF to make it as helpful as possible to users (creating “GPT-4-early”), before
then undergoing a round of RLHF to make it more harmless. A red-teamer who
experimented with GPT-4-early describes the model as follows (Labenz, 2023): “It did
its absolute best to satisfy the user's request – no matter how deranged or heinous your
request! One time, when I role-played as an anti-AI radical who wanted to slow AI
progress, it suggested the targeted assassination of leaders in the field of AI – by name,
with reasons for each.” If OpenAI had released GPT-4-early, then this would have been
more aligned in some sense than the original GPT-4, but in a way that increased misuse
risk. Note that no one is suggesting that OpenAI ever intended to release GPT-4-early as
the finished product.

11 See, for example, concerns expressed by Anthropic and OpenAI that their products
might be used for bioterror (Amodei, 2023, pp. 3–4; OpenAI, 2023, pp. 12–13).

10 Note that, at least in some taxonomies (e.g., Hendrycks & Mazeika, 2022, p. 4), there
can be accident risks (e.g., robustness failures) that result from technical problems other
than inadequate alignment. We leave these other accident risks out of scope but expect
that many of the points made in this paper would also apply to these risks.
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a chatbot is more useful to the developer if that chatbot is (generally) more
useful to the end user.13 This is because end users will be more willing to pay
developers for access to AI systems that the users find valuable.14

Indeed, the same alignment techniques o�en both reduce risks and increase
usefulness. For example, RLHF can be used both to make AI systems better at
summarizing text (Stiennon et al., 2020a, 2020b), as well as more likely to
decline harmful requests (Bai et al., 2022).15 Similarly, Irving et al. (2018) propose
“AI safety via debate” as a way for AI systems “to learn complex human goals
and preferences.” The authors both introduce the technique in terms of safety
and describe how the technique can improve accuracy on classifying images.16

The case for prioritizing risk reduction in public-interest
alignment efforts
Having more useful AI systems is desirable, at least if the increased usefulness
does not increase AI risks. That said, we claim that public-interest alignment
efforts should focus on lines of work that have the highest ratio of
reducing-large scale risks to increasing usefulness. There are two reasons for
prioritizing risk reduction in this way:

1. Efforts that aim particularly at large-scale risks might be more
neglected by other actors.17 This is because corporate AI developers
already have particularly strong incentives to make their systems more
useful.18We discuss the neglectedness point immediately below.

18 By “corporate AI developers” we mean AI developers that are not primarily motivated
by the public interest. We focus on actors, such as corporations, that are motivated by
profit. That said, there could be other types of actors. For example, military AI

17 As noted above, there are close links between alignment to increase usefulness and
alignment to reduce risks. Our claim is about how public-interest institutions should
prioritize insofar as these types of alignment come apart.

16 Another example is Iterated Distillation and Amplification, which aims to align AI
systems to complex values, and which is similar to the technique used to make AlphaGo
more capable at playing Go (Christiano, 2017; Cotra, 2018).

15 An additional complication is that RLHF might be most effective for alignment as a
building block for more sophisticated techniques, rather than on its own (Christiano,
2023).

14 Developers might also find it helpful in other ways to have end users find their
products useful. For example, this might increase the prestige or degree of market
capture of the developer. Higher usefulness might also cause people to use the product
more and thereby produce more training data that the developer can use to train
subsequent AI systems.

13We write that developers only “generally” want their AI systems to be helpful to users.
This is to account for cases where the end user wants to use the chatbot in a way that the
developer views as harmful, and so where the developer might not want the system to
be as helpful as possible to this user. For example, many chatbots refuse to use racist
language, even if the end user wants them to.
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2. There are some ways in which increasing the usefulness of AI systems
might be harmful; we discuss these in our sections on the relative
progress problem and bad principal problem. That said, we expect that it
will o�en be beneficial to align AI systems in a way that makes them more
useful, even when taking downside risks into account.

There are several reasons to think that alignment efforts focused on large-scale
risk reduction are likely to be disproportionately neglected by corporate AI
developers, relative to alignment efforts focused on usefulness.

● Competitive dynamicsmight make it rational for individual AI
developers to underspend on reducing large-scale risks in order to use
resources most effectively to get a competitive advantage over other
developers (Askell et al., 2019, pp. 8–10; Critch & Krueger, 2020, p. 30;
Hendrycks et al., 2023, pp. 16-18).

● Visibility of capabilities relative to riskiness. It might be easier for AI
developers and others to observe and/or measure whether an AI system
has become more useful or capable, relative to whether the large-scale
risks from that system have decreased (Cotra, 2022; Duan, 2022). As a
result, riskiness might be insufficiently salient to developers or other
actors. Similarly, the lack of clear targets like benchmarks might make it
disproportionately difficult to make progress on reducing risks, e.g., by
making it less clear when one is making progress (Hendrycks & Mazeika,
2022, p. 6, 35; Sinha & Croak, 2023).19

● Externalities. Corporate AI developers might externalize (in the
economic sense) more of the risks of AI development than the benefits.
For example, AI developers might capture much of the value created by
their AI systems, without bearing an equivalent proportion of the impact
from any catastrophic risks associated with their AI development
(O’Keefe et al., 2020, p. 24). If so, then they would be disproportionately
incentivized to work on usefulness. That said, we have not tried to assess
the extent to which AI developers internalize benefits or risks from their
systems.

19 Progress on usefulness o�en has short, direct feedback loops (e.g., reported experience
of users, performance on well-defined benchmarks). Progress on reducing large-scale
risk might be harder to measure, e.g., because it depends on more complex processes,
rarer circumstances, and interactions with real-world environments that are unlikely to
be available during the development stage (Duan, 2022; Shevlane et al., 2023, pp. 12–13).
That said, there are some benchmarks that are particularly relevant to large-scale risks,
such as “MACHIAVELLI,” which evaluates “agents' tendencies to be power-seeking,
cause disutility, and commit ethical violations” (Pan et al., 2023).

development might increase the relative capabilities of one country’s military, relative
to other countries. This would presumably benefit that country (and its allies) rather
than countries in general.
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If risk reduction alignment efforts are indeed disproportionately neglected by
corporate AI developers, then public-interest alignment efforts are likely to be a
particularly effective use of resources if they focus on risk reduction. One
reason for this is that there is likely to be more remaining “low-hanging fruit” in
this area, meaning that marginal additional resources go further. An additional
reason is that alignment efforts that focus on risk reduction might be less likely
to simply replace alignment efforts that would otherwise have been done by
corporate developers anyway.

How to prioritize risk reduction?
Some specific alignment efforts might be particularly helpful for reducing
large-scale risks, relative to increasing usefulness. Hendrycks & Woodside (2022)
describe several relevant lines of effort, including:

● Power-averseness: avoiding AI systems that would attempt to gain more
power than is necessary.20 This might reduce the likelihood or severity of
AI accidents.

● Honest AI: reducing the likelihood of AI systems being deceptive, making
it easier to tell whether these systems are acting or would act in a harmful
way. Note that some work on this topic would be very helpful for
usefulness, e.g., by making language models more likely to answer
everyday questions accurately.

● Anomaly detection: detecting when an AI system is behaving in a novel
way, potentially indicating that new hazards have emerged (relating to
accidents, misuse, or something else).

Another alignment effort that might particularly reduce large-scale risks relative
to increasing usefulness is:

● Model organisms of misalignment (Hubinger et al., 2023): developing
“in vitro” demonstrations of the most concerning alignment failures to
improve our understanding of them. This might have various
risk-reducing effects, such as helping society to better target subsequent
alignment efforts.

Despite having given these examples, we do not recommend that public-interest
institutions just focus on these lines of effort. There are two reasons for this.

1. Experts might disagree about which alignment efforts have the highest
ratio of reducing large-scale risks to increasing usefulness, and the answer

20 Carlsmith (2022, pp. 18-22) gives a detailed description of what power-seeking AI
might look like. Carlsmith cites examples such as AIs attempting to ensure
self-preservation and to acquire various kinds of resources.
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might depend on the specific details.21 As a result, we suggest that
public-institutions think systematically about which alignment efforts are
most beneficial to support. We suggest how to do this in the final section
of the paper.

2. Opportunities to support alignment efforts with a particularly high ratio
might already be taken, depending on how many resources are going
towards public-interest alignment. This means that the next best option
for alignment efforts might be efforts that only have a somewhat
favorable ratio between reducing large-scale risks and increasing
usefulness.

Having argued that public-interest institutions should be particularly focused on
alignment that reduces large-scale risks, we now map four problems which
could cause these alignment efforts to increase these risks. We make
recommendations for mitigating each of them.

21 Indeed, reviewers sometimes disagreed with the examples that we gave here.
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1. Relative progress problem
Some alignment efforts might accelerate the development of subsequent more
capable AI systems. We define an AI system as more capable if that system is
able to perform better at some set of tasks, or if it achieves the same average
performance on a wider set of tasks.

In many cases, it will be beneficial to have more capable AI systems. That said,
more capable AI systems are more likely to have potentially dangerous
capabilities (Anderljung et al., 2023, p. 9); these could pose new or increased
large-scale risks, e.g., from accidents or misuse. As a result, progress on
potentially dangerous capabilities would ideally be outpaced by progress on
technical and governance safeguards to reduce these risks. Increased alignment
is one such safeguard; as discussed earlier, it reduces some accident and misuse
risks. Other safeguards might include governance measures to reduce the
likelihood of poorly aligned systems being developed, or steps to “harden”
society against accidents or misuse.22

We briefly discuss four mechanisms through which alignment efforts might
accelerate the development of subsequent more capable AI systems. If these
mechanisms have a large enough effect, then they might cause progress on
potentially dangerous capabilities to outpace progress on safeguards. In this
case, the relevant alignment efforts might have been counterproductive via
doing more to accelerate risks from dangerous capabilities than to bolster
safeguards to reduce these risks.23

23 For a related discussion of the point that safety interventions can also improve
capabilities, and that safety research thus needs to improve safety relative to general
capabilities, see Hendrycks et al. (2023, pp. 29–30). Some readers might object that
alignment work focused on reducing catastrophic risks may be easier and more effective
to carry out in future, when AI systems will be more capable than today. Reasons for
thinking this include that researchers will have a more informed sense of what the
particularly risky AI systems look like, and that society will be able to use advanced AI
systems to assist with alignment efforts. If one accepts this view, then it seems less
valuable to increase the current ratio of safety to capabilities progress. Note, however,
that even under this view it will be valuable at some point in the future to maximize the
ratio of safety to capabilities, meaning that the considerations in this section might still
be important at that point.

22 One example of a governance measure that might reduce the likelihood of poorly
aligned systems being developed is a licensing regime for frontier AI development
(Anderljung et al., 2023). An example of “hardening” could be increasing cybersecurity
to defend against AI-enabled cyberattacks (Anderljung & Scharre, 2023).
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More useful existing AI systems accelerating capabilities
progress
Alignment efforts might increase the usefulness of existing AI systems, even if
those alignment efforts are focused specifically on reducing large-scale risks.
That is for at least two reasons.24 First, as discussed in the previous section, the
same alignment techniques o�en both reduce risks and increase usefulness.
Second, if the risks from a given AI system are lower, then the developer will
feel comfortable deploying or using it in a wider range of cases.25

Increasing the usefulness of existing AI systems might accelerate capabilities
progress in at least two ways:26

● Usefulness increasing investment in capabilities:More useful systems
are likely to be more profitable to their developer, increasing the
resources that the developer can invest in training the next generation of
systems. For example, because RLHF made GPT-4 more useful (Casper et
al., 2023, p. 2), users might be more willing to pay OpenAI for access to
GPT-4. The correspondingly higher profitability increases the resources
that OpenAI can invest in subsequent training runs.27 Relatedly, the
existence of more useful AI systems might lead other actors to choose to
allocate additional resources to AI development, or to allocate resources
to this area for the first time.28

● Usefulness contributing to AI development. Existing AI systems can be
helpful for the research and development of subsequent more capable AI
systems: AI systems are already used to some extent to help improve the
compute, algorithms, and data that are necessary for producing AI
systems (UK Department for Science, Innovation & Technology, 2023, p.
15; Woodside, n.d.).29More useful existing AI systems would accelerate
this effect.

29 For detail on the claim that AI development depends upon compute, algorithms, and
data, see Buchanan (2020).

28 For example, Alphabet reportedly declared a “code red” a�er the release of ChatGPT,
dramatically increasing its focus on AI product development (Grant, 2023).

27 Higher profitability might leave the developer with more resources to invest in
subsequent training runs and/or make it easier for the developer to raise capital for the
next training run.

26We thank Jakob Graabak for his input on these points.

25 See the “Dangerous valley problem” section for a more detailed discussion of this.

24 An additional possible reason is that alignment efforts may reduce regulatory burdens
that would otherwise make it difficult to deploy AI systems. For example, multiple
jurisdictions are considering rules that would require AI decision-making in certain
contexts to be explainable (Nannini et al., 2023). Advances in mechanistic
interpretability could be helpful for meeting these requirements, lowering the
regulatory barriers to deploying a given AI system.
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Capabilities insights from alignment efforts
Insights from alignment efforts could incidentally also generate insights that are
helpful for building more capable systems. For example, mechanistic
interpretability research might be important for alignment by making it easier
to detect AI deception, but could also produce insights into how to design more
capable model architectures (Räuker et al., 2023, pp. 10-11). Indeed, Poli et al.
(2023) write that their work on increasing context length “would not have been
possible” without inspiration from mechanistic interpretability work. That said,
it might be surprising if incidental capabilities insights are a major effect of
alignment efforts; there are already many actors deliberately trying to build
more capable AI systems, meaning that incidental effects from alignment efforts
on capabilities might be small on the margin.

Resources for alignment efforts being deliberately used to
increase capabilities
Researchers who want to advance capabilities might find ways to access
resources that public-interest institutions intend to spend on alignment efforts.
For example, researchers seeking funding from public-interest actors might be
able to frame their work as about risk reduction and/or alignment, despite their
research primarily being about increasing capabilities. This phenomenon may
be difficult to avoid for at least two reasons. First, reasonable people can disagree
about whether a given piece of work primarily benefits alignment relative to
capabilities; a given piece of work will o�en have effects on both (Hendrycks &
Mazeika, 2022, pp. 7–9). Second, these types of work o�en require similar
specialized resources, e.g., compute and machine learning expertise.30

The likelihood of alignment resources being used primarily for capabilities
advancements seems especially high if large amounts of funding are given out
through programs with broad scopes and/or unclear definitions of specific
safety or alignment issues.31

31We have some concerns that relatively undetailed proposals for a “Manhattan project
for AI safety” or a “CERN for AI safety” (e.g., Anthis 2023; Ho et al., 2023, pp. 13–14;
Marcus 2023) might be particularly likely to lead to this outcome. That said,
well-executed versions of such efforts might be extremely beneficial, and it is
understandable that proposals would only start with a high-level sketch of what the end
result should look like.

30 For example, Jan Leike, who co-leads the “superalignment” team at OpenAI,
highlighted this similarity in an interview, particularly from around 00:13:00 and
02:25:00 (Wiblin and Harris, 2023).
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Alignment efforts increasing interest in building more capable AI
systems
Discussions of alignment, particularly if focusing on large-scale misuse or
accident risk, might increase people’s beliefs that future AI systems could be
extremely capable; arguments that AI could be very risky o�en involve a claim
that AI could be very powerful. This could backfire if it results in actors
becoming more focused on developing more powerful AI systems, perhaps out
of a fear of being le� behind while others develop powerful systems, without
being sufficiently cautious of the risks. Indeed, Anthropic, (Google) DeepMind,
and OpenAI, three organizations leading the advancement of AI capabilities,
were each founded, to varying degrees, because of concerns about large-scale AI
risks (Matthews, 2023; Metz, 2023; Perrigo, 2023a).32 That said, the potential
power of AI currently seems to receive a lot of public attention in any case.33 As
a result, the effect on the margin of this mechanism may be small.

Recommendations
To minimize large-scale AI risks, society should aim for a high ratio of progress
in AI safeguards, relative to progress on potentially dangerous AI capabilities.
However, as this section has highlighted, some alignment efforts may upset this
ratio by causing more progress on capabilities than on safeguards. Several
approaches might be helpful for addressing this.

First, insofar as these effects come apart, public-interest institutions could aim
to support alignment that specifically reduces risks rather than alignment efforts
in general; much of the capabilities acceleration from alignment efforts that we
have described results from alignment that increases usefulness. Given the close
links between these lines of work, it may be difficult for institutions to
determine which possible alignment efforts best meet this criterion. We suggest
two possible solutions:

● It might be helpful for institutions to consult with outside experts to
gain additional opinions on the main effects of a given alignment
effort.34 The authors may be able to recommend experts that would be
knowledgeable in particular cases.

● Projects that are seeking or using resources for alignment efforts could
be expected to explain in detail why that project reduces risks in

34 One list of such experts is compiled by the AI Safety Communications Centre, though
we do not claim that this list is comprehensive.

33 See many of the examples cited in the first paragraph of this paper.

32We do not attempt to assess here how to what extent each of these organizations
contributes to capabilities relative to alignment and/or safety.
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particular. This explanation should be subjected to critical scrutiny, such
as with formalized “red-teaming,” or with norms among alignment
experts that encourage such scrutiny. Hendrycks & Mazeika (2022, pp.
7–9, 21–34) make a similar recommendation and provide several detailed
examples of what this could look like.

Second, if a given alignment finding is “dual-use,” i.e., could be helpful both for
reducing large-scale risks, as well as for accelerating progress towards
potentially dangerous capabilities, decision-makers could consider
disseminating this finding in a way that disproportionately contributes to risk
reduction. For example, they could consider only sharing dual-use findings with
people who are working directly on implementing safeguards around powerful
AI systems. That said, this practice would go against norms of openness and
reproducibility in science, and would presumably hamper the ability to
scrutinize and build on the finding. As such, this will o�en not be an appropriate
strategy. Organizations that have expressed some intention to facilitate this kind
of information sharing include the UK’s AI Safety Institute and the Frontier
Model Forum (GOV.UK, 2023; Frontier Model Forum, 2023).

Third, it may be possible to reduce the phenomenon where talking about
alignment increases others’ interest in building AI systems with potentially
dangerous capabilities. For example:

● Various mechanisms could make actors feel less need to recklessly
develop high-risk AI systems. These include commitments from AI
developers to share the benefits from powerful AI systems (e.g., O’Keefe
et al., 2020), or not to use AI systems for military purposes.35

● It may be helpful, in some contexts, to avoid focusing AI risk discussions
on the military applications of AI, such as for cyberattacks or detecting
nuclear submarines (Maas et al., 2022). National security is o�en framed
in a zero-sum way,36 and so is particularly likely to promote discussions
about who develops risky AI systems, rather than whether these systems
are made safe.37 Additionally, AI development in national security

37 Additionally, researchers could highlight true information that might make military
or defense decision-makers reluctant to use AI in national security contexts. For
example, AI systems are o�en non-robust and non-reliable in ways that are especially
important in high-impact and sensitive domains such as the military (Horowitz &
Scharre 2021, pp. 7–9).

36 See, for example, discussion of the “security dilemma” (Rittberger, 2004, pp. 3–4).

35 Precedents of commitments around military AI include pledges by governments not
to use AI in specific military contexts (e.g., Rautenbach, 2023), as well as pledges by AI
developers not to develop lethal autonomous weapons (Future of Life Institute, 2018).
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contexts might be particularly dangerous, even if only thinking about risk
from accidents.38

Finally, many interventions by governments, AI developers, or other actors
could reduce large-scale risks from AI systems, even assuming the existence of
AI systems that are significantly more capable than today’s. See, for example,
the proposals in Anderljung et al. (2023), Anderljung & Hazell (2023), and
Schuett et al. (2023).

38 For example, it may be harder to achieve safety-promoting governance measures in
the military context, and deployments of military AI might be particularly dangerous
because they would involve giving the AI system access to dangerous tools (Trager et al.,
2023, p. 14). That said, we expect that a lot of AI accident risk is not specific to national
security applications and instead results from characteristics that other AI systems
might have, such as generality and situational awareness (Ngo et al., 2023).
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2. False sense of security problem
Alignment efforts might cause a false sense of security among “deployment
decision-makers,” or society more broadly, that the risk of large-scale accidents
or misuse from a given AI system, or from AI in general, is low. By “deployment
decision-makers” we mean people who make decisions about whether to deploy
AI systems. Examples of deployment decision-makers might include senior
figures in organizations that develop powerful AI systems, or AI regulators.
There are at least three ways in which the false sense of security problem could
occur.39

First, alignment work efforts cause deployment decision-makers to wrongly
believe that a given AI system is more aligned than it is. Alignment efforts might
cause AI systems to superficially appear aligned, without in fact having this
property. This concern applies to both accident and misuse risks.40

● Accidents: People can make mistakes about whether a given alignment
effort has succeeded. For example, Amodei et al. (2017) describe a case
where a robot which was supposed to grasp items instead positioned its
manipulator in between the camera and the object so that it appeared to
be grasping the item, fooling human evaluators. A particularly
concerning version of this threat model is “deceptive alignment,” where
an agentic and misaligned model would deliberately act as if aligned
during training in order to be deployed so that it could pursue its
misaligned goals (Carlsmith, 2023).41

● Misuse: Deployment decision-makers might incorrectly believe that
sufficient safeguards to prevent misuse have been added, only for
malicious users to find unexpected ways to evade these, such as
jailbreaks.42

42 For a detailed discussion of jailbreaks, see Wei et al. (2023). One possible example of
deployment decision-makers underestimating misuse risk is Microso�’s 2016 “Tay”

41 Discussions around deceptive misalignment are currently hypothetical; existing AI
systems do not seem to have the capabilities to enact such sophisticated deception
strategies.

40 For a more detailed discussion of why deployment decision-makers might initially
misjudge the safety of an AI system, as well as what they should do in this case, see
O’Brien et al. (2023).

39 A possible fourth way in which alignment efforts might contribute to a false sense of
security is if these efforts only address some risks associated with a given AI system, and
deployment decision-makers do not realize that other risks remain. As a hypothetical
example, if one aligns a language model such that it is less likely to give advice on using
viruses for bioterror, this might create a false sense of security if the model would still
give advice on using other pathogens for bioterror, and deployment decision-makers do
not realize this.
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Incorrect beliefs about how aligned AI systems are could be harmful; they could
cause insufficiently aligned systems to be deployed, when they would not be if
relevant decision-makers were better informed.43

Second, there could be a false sense of security from alignment work that
reduces large-scale risks from existing AI systems to very low levels, without the
techniques scaling well to future AI systems; future systems might be more
agentic or capable and so require more advanced safeguards (Chan et al., 2023;
Critch & Krueger, 2020, p. 38). This phenomenon could cause harm if it causes
society to believe that large-scale AI risks are generally low, when in fact the
risks are just temporarily low. This belief could prevent society from
implementing measures to reduce the risks from future AI systems, such as
policy measures to make it less likely that very capable but misaligned AI
systems are developed or deployed (Anderljung et al., 2023). As an example, it
appears that Microso� could have used existing alignment techniques, in
particular, RLHF to make the Bing/Sydney system less blatantly misaligned
(Miles & Goodside, 2023). However, it may have been good for the world that
Microso� failed to do so. These existing techniques would not necessarily have
scaled to more capable AI systems (Casper et al., 2023, pp. 6–8). As such, using
them on Bing/Sydney might have contributed to a false sense of security about
future AI systems. In contrast, the case led to more widespread awareness of
alignment concerns (see e.g., Perrigo, 2023b), without causing much harm.

Third, the likelihood of a false-sense of security might be particularly high if
some AI developers are engaging in “safety-washing” (de Freitas Netto et al.,
2020, p. 6; Hendrycks et al., 2023, p. 30).44 Analogous to “greenwashing,” this is a
possible phenomenon where AI developers might do work that is more
motivated by appearing to be improving safety rather than in fact reducing risks
from insufficient AI alignment.45 Safety-washing might be beneficial (at least in
the short term) to AI developers, perhaps by improving their reputation, or

45 There may be a particular risk of safety-washing because, as described above, there is
o�en an overlap between alignment techniques that make AI systems more useful and
alignment techniques that make AI systems safer.

44 There are additional reasons why safety-washing might be harmful. For example,
safety-washing would make it harder for society to incentivize good alignment work by
making it less clear what work is valuable. We thank Lizka Vaintrob for contributing to
our understanding of safety-washing.

43 Note that accidental or misuse catastrophes might result from AI systems, even before
a lab decides to deploy that system. As such, the considerations here might apply to
decisions about whether to start or continue a training run, not just whether to deploy
the resulting model (Anderljung et al., 2023, pp. 20-21).

chatbot. Online trolls managed to get Tay to output many abusive Tweets, causing
Microso� to decide to take Tay down (Schwartz, 2019).
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helping them to avoid safety-motivated regulation or boycotts.46 However,
safety-washing might be harmful by making it even harder for deployment
decision-makers or society to have an accurate sense of the risks from a given AI
system or AI in general. This might prevent society from implementing
necessary governance measures to reduce large-scale risks.

Recommendations
Three classes of recommendations might help mitigate the false sense of
security problem. First, actors including AI developers, external auditors, and
perhaps governments should make it easier to have an accurate sense of the
alignment of a given AI system. Second, these actors should make it easier to
have an accurate sense of the state of alignment efforts in general. Third, AI
developers should maintain the ability to correct the way in which AI systems
are deployed, e.g., if they incorrectly judged the alignment of that system. We
discuss these recommendations immediately below.

Better understand the alignment of a given AI system

Various steps could help deployment decision-makers to understand the level of
alignment of a given AI system, making them less likely to overestimate how
aligned it is:

● External auditors, not just the AI developer, should assess the alignment
of high-risk AI systems. External actors could provide an additional
perspective on whether a system is sufficiently aligned. They might also
differ from AI developers in that they are less strongly incentivized to
find that a system can be safely deployed (Mökander et al., 2023, pp. 8–9;
Raji et al., 2022, pp. 3-4). Various labs have already committed to having
their models audited for safety (Ee & O’Brien, 2023), and auditing could
be mandated via regulation (Anderljung et al., 2023, pp. 20–21, 26).

● Because very capable AI systems might be dangerous even if they
superficially appear to be aligned, deployment decisions should be made
based on evidence that is likely to reveal any serious alignment issues,
including hard-to-detect issues such as “deceptive” misalignment.

Better understand the state of alignment efforts in general

There are also several steps that could reduce the likelihood of society having an
incorrect sense of AI risks in general:

46 It may also be easier or cheaper for developers to do work that appears to be helpful
for alignment rather than work that fundamentally is helpful for alignment.
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● If a given alignment effort reduces the risks from existing AI systems but
will not necessarily do so for more capable AI systems, then
communications about the alignment effort should make this clear.

● To improve discussions about alignment, it might be helpful for
researchers to develop more precise breakdowns and definitions of
alignment.47 Institutions that are distributing resources for alignment
should expect researchers to be precise about the kinds of alignment that
they are researching. For example, researchers could be expected to
describe which hazards they have addressed, and whether they expect the
work to also address these hazards in more capable AI systems.48

● To make decision-makers less vulnerable to safety-washing, outside
experts, perhaps commissioned by government agencies, could assess
claims about a given piece of alignment research and publicize their
assessments.49

Preserve the ability to correct ill-advised deployments

Despite the steps above, deployment decision-makers might overestimate the
alignment of a given system. This could lead to them deploying an AI system
that they subsequently realize poses unacceptably high accident or misuse risk.
Developers should preserve the ability to make “deployment corrections,” i.e., to
change how or whether a model is deployed. For example, they could make
models available via API, allowing them to subsequently correct how the model
is deployed if they realize that a system is more dangerous than initially thought
(O’Brien et al., 2023, especially pp. 10–14).

49 So that there is an incentive towards high-quality alignment work, experts should be
willing to praise developers for alignment efforts that are genuinely helpful, even if
those experts also express worries about the behavior of that developer in general.

48 Hendrycks & Mazeika (2022, pp. 7–9, 21–34) make a similar recommendation and
provide several detailed examples of what this could look like.

47 One example is that OpenAI has now introduced the term “superalignment” to refer
specifically to efforts to align very capable AI systems as opposed to existing models
(Leike & Sutskever 2023).
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3. Dangerous valley problem
Perhaps counterintuitively, increasing the alignment of a given AI system might
increase the likelihood of large-scale accidents or misuse from that system via
increasing the probability of that system being deployed. Because of
externalities, increasing the alignment of a given AI system might push it into a
dangerous “valley” of safety levels where the system is sufficiently aligned to
make deployment beneficial to the developer, without being safe enough to
make this deployment beneficial to society in general. We call this the
dangerous valley problem.50

Consider an AI system that might be very beneficial to the developer if
deployed, e.g., because it would be very profitable, but that also carries some
risk from large-scale accidents or misuse:51

● If alignment is very low, then the likelihood of a post-deployment
accidental or misuse catastrophe is very high. In this case, the developer
would not deploy the system, even if entirely self-interested; the risk to
the developer from the catastrophe outweighs the potential benefit to the
developer from deployment. In this scenario, society is safe on one side
of the valley.52

● If alignment is very high, then society is mostly safe on the other side of
the valley; the developer is likely to deploy the system, but this is unlikely
to lead to large-scale accidents or misuse by end users. Note, however,
that in this case the developer could still misuse the AI system, e.g., if the
developer has malicious intentions.53

● At an intermediate level of alignment, the risk from deploying the system
might be low enough that it is in the developer’s self-interest to deploy
the system, but not low enough that it is in society’s collective interests for
the system to be deployed.54 An alignment effort that gets an AI system to

54 The phenomenon that an AI risk reduction measure might make an AI developer
more likely to accept the remaining risk is an example of “risk compensation.” See
discussion of this in the AI context in Stafford et al. (2022, pp. 3–4) and more generally
in Reynolds (2014, pp. 177–178).

53We discuss misuse by AI developers in our discussion of the bad principal problem.

52 If an AI system has very low alignment, then developers might avoid deploying it not
just because that system poses high risks, but also because the system is unlikely to be
useful even if deployed.

51 In this scenario, we are assuming that the developer has a reasonably accurate sense of
the risk level from deploying a given AI system. Note that, due to uncertainty and
subjective judgment over the likelihood and pathways to large-scale accidents, and
potential uncertainty over the robustness of alignment techniques, the dangerous valley
might be entered unwittingly by a developer.

50We would like to thank David Krueger for improving our understanding of this
problem.
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this level (and not beyond this level) would have pushed society into the
dangerous valley.

The dangerous valley problem does not just apply to AI developers, but rather
to any actor that influences the decision about whether to deploy a model with
some accident or misuse risk. These could include regulators and people who
might be able to put social pressure on developers, such as the broader machine
learning community and the public. Additionally, there might not only be a
dangerous valley at the point where a model is trained and can then either be
deployed or not deployed. Sufficiently capable models might be dangerous
from an accident and misuse perspective even during training or limited
deployment (Anderljung et al., 2023, pp. 20-21; ARC Evals 2023, p. 10). This
means that there is also a dangerous valley problem at the point where actors
decide whether to start or continue training an AI system.

Recommendations
Governance mechanisms might somewhat better align the AI developer’s risk
tolerance with society’s, or cause the AI developer not to deploy when that is
against society’s interests (even if the developer wants to). For example:

● With a licensing regime, AI developers could be required to seek a license
to develop and/or deploy risky AI models (Anderljung et al., 2023, pp.
20–21). If the body responsible for granting the license were a
government, its incentives might be more aligned with society’s interests
than private developers’ incentives are.55

● A “Windfall Clause” (O’Keefe et al., 2020), where AI developers
redistribute profits above some very high threshold, might help reduce
the extent to which AI developers internalize AI’s benefits more than its
risks.

Additionally, various decision-makers can limit, or at least maintain the ability
to limit, the proliferation of cutting-edge AI development and deployment
capabilities. This would reduce the number of actors that could unilaterally
push society into the valley. For example:56

● Governments could restrict access to very large clusters of computational
resources (“compute”), reducing the number of actors who are able to

56We note that policies to reduce proliferation will o�en have trade-offs that have to be
carefully considered. For example, restricting access to large compute clusters might
raise concerns about concentration of power.

55 For example, governments might benefit less from a given AI system being deployed
than that system’s developer would. Governments might also be aiming to be more
representative of society than private AI developers are, particularly when the AI
developer has obligations to shareholders.
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produce models powerful enough to push humanity into the valley. For
example, governments could impose licensing regimes on large compute
clusters or place export controls on AI-relevant hardware (Trager et al.,
2023, especially pp. 26–28).

● Strong information security around the weights of the most high-risk AI
systems would make these systems harder to steal, reducing the number
of actors that could choose to deploy these systems (Anderljung et al.,
2023, p. 21). AI developers should increase this information security and
could be supported in doing so by governments (Ee & O’Brien, 2023).
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4. Bad principal problem
If the actor with which an AI system is aligned (“the principal”) wants to misuse
the system, then increasing alignment would be harmful via helping this actor
to perpetrate misuse.57 For example, totalitarian governments that have AI
systems aligned to them might be able to use these systems to entrench their
power or otherwise cause harm, such as by using these systems for mass
surveillance (Brundage et al., 2018, p. 47; Dafoe, 2018, p. 7).58 In particular,
alignment might help malicious principals by reducing the risks to the
principals of using these systems,59 as well as by making the AI system more
helpful to the principal.

Note that, for many AI systems, the principal is not the same as the actor that
might misuse the system. For example, discussions about the misuse of GPT-4
o�en focus on how end users might misuse it (see, e.g., Gaulkin, 2023). In
contrast, to the extent that GPT-4 is aligned, it is aligned with OpenAI, i.e., the
developer.60 In cases where the principal is different to the user that might
commit misuse, there is no bad principal problem; increasing the alignment of
the system would reduce the likelihood of misuse because the principal would
not want the system to be misused.

Recommendations
Following Anderljung & Hazell (2023), we group possible recommendations to
address misuse into which part of the “misuse chain” they target. We focus only
on recommendations that would help mitigate the bad principal problem,
where the misuse is perpetrated by the principal, rather than AI misuse in
general.

60 Alignment with the developer and alignment with the end user o�en overlap because
the developer generally wants AI systems to be helpful to the end user. These types of
alignment come apart in cases where the developer does not want the AI system to do
things that the end user wants it to do. For example, OpenAI tries to prevent ChatGPT
from producing some harmful content, even if end users want this content (Usage
Policies, 2023).

59 For example, if an AI system is insufficiently aligned and thus prone to catastrophic
accidents, then actors (including malicious principals) will be less willing to deploy or
use that AI system.

58We chose here examples that would widely be recognized as misuse and that could
also be seen as malicious. However, one might reasonably also define misuse to include
cases where the principal is trying to act ethically and legally but is mistaken about how
to do so.

57Wemean “principal” here in the same sense as in discussions of the principal-agent
problem. The "principal" is an individual or entity who delegates work to another to
perform services on the principal's behalf (Oxford Reference, 2009).
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Before misuse

Society could act before misuse occurs by ensuring that malicious actors do not
have access to powerful AI systems that are aligned to them. One step here is to
prevent malicious actors from being able to develop their own powerful AI
systems. For example, governments could establish licensing regimes for
developing powerful AI systems and deny licenses to actors that are likely to be
malicious. Similarly, governments could control access to very large compute
clusters; these are currently necessary for developing powerful AI systems. That
said, producing the most powerful AI systems requires significant technical
expertise and costs tens of millions of dollars, at least currently (Anderljung et
al., 2023, p. 13).61 As a result, there are currently relatively few actors that would
be able to produce powerful systems even without licensing and compute
controls.

We expect that a more important step is preventing malicious actors from
having full access to powerful AI systems developed by others; if one has access
to the weights of the model, it is relatively easy and cheap to make a copy of the
system that is aligned to oneself rather than the initial developer. For example,
it only requires hundreds of dollars and consumer-grade computers to largely
remove the safety features added by developers to large language models, if one
has the model weights (Lermen et al., 2023).62 This implies that it might be
desirable to restrict the number of people who have access to the weights of
very powerful AI systems. Measures to do this include improving the
information security practices of AI developers (Anderljung et al., 2023, p. 21),
or considering limits on when model weights can be open-sourced (Seger et al.,
2023, p. 12).63

These policies need not prevent the public from using powerful AI systems.
Models can be released via structured access, where the developer does not
share the weights but still allows others to use the model, such as via a web
interface (Shevlane, 2022). This provides the AI developer greater scope for
controlling how the AI system is used, including making it harder for end users

63We note that there are advantages as well as disadvantages to releasing model weights,
and that there are many options between completely releasing and completely not
releasing a powerful AI system to the public. We recommend Seger et al. (2023) for a
detailed discussion of these considerations.

62 Fine-tuning models via API, i.e., without oneself having access to the weights, can also
undo alignment in this way. That said, there are various techniques that developers can
use to reduce the risks from this and that developers can enforce if they control access
to the weights (Qi et al., 2023, especially pp. 9–12).

61Without intervention, the cost of producing models of a given capability level is likely
to decrease over time due to improvements in the hardware and algorithmic inputs
(Erdil & Besiroglu 2022; Hobbhahn et al., 2023).
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to misuse the system. Various AI products, such as ChatGPT, take this approach.
Note that, as “jailbreaks” demonstrate, AI developers o�en cannot fully control
how their systems are used, even if these systems are provided via structured
access (Wei et al., 2023).

During or after misuse

Various measures might further reduce misuse risk at other steps of the “misuse
chain,” i.e., while or a�er the misuse occurs. We only discuss these measures
briefly because they are helpful for misuse in general rather than the bad
principal problem specifically. We recommend Anderljung & Hazell (2023) for a
more detailed discussion.

● AI systems can sometimes be used to “harden” society against the
misuse of other AI systems. For example, it might be possible to use AI
systems to patch cyber vulnerabilities before malicious actors misuse
other AI systems to hack the vulnerable systems (Anderljung & Scharre,
2023).

● Detecting and punishing misuse (such as with the criminal justice
system) might disincentivize actors from perpetrating misuse.
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Systematically choosing beneficial
alignment efforts
In the sections above, we have made several specific recommendations for how
public-interest institutions can support alignment efforts to reduce large-scale
risks that are both effective and unlikely to be counterproductive.64 That said,
there is a lot of possible variation among possible alignment efforts. As such, our
recommendations will not always apply, and the importance of the
considerations that we have highlighted will vary from case to case.

As a result, our overarching recommendation is that public-interest institutions
should think systematically about alignment efforts that they are considering
supporting. In particular, these institutions should carefully assess the following
questions.

● To what extent would a given alignment effort reduce accident and
misuse risks?

● To what extent would the alignment effort increase these risks via one of
the four problems, or via some different mechanism?

● Can any risk increases be mitigated, e.g., with the specific
recommendations made in this paper?

Hendrycks & Mazeika (2022, pp. 7–9, 21–34) make a similar recommendation
and provide detailed examples of what this could look like.

Given the difficulty of assessing the value of a given alignment effort, we expect
that institutions would o�en benefit significantly from external expertise when
making these assessments. For example:

● Institutions could reach out to relevant experts in AI safety and alignment
topics for advice or red-teaming of their plans. 65

● Institutions could publicly describe their approaches to supporting
alignment efforts, so that a wide range of people can critique them. It
might be helpful to have norms, e.g., among communities that focus on
AI alignment or safety, that promote this kind of open critique.

● Projects that are seeking or using resources for alignment efforts could be
expected to explain in detail why that project is particularly helpful for
reducing large-scale risks. This explanation could be subjected to critical

65 One list of experts is compiled by the AI Safety Communications Centre, though we
do not claim that this list is comprehensive. The authors may also be able to
recommend additional experts that would be knowledgeable in specific cases.

64 Some of our above recommendations also apply to actors other than institutions that
are themselves trying to support alignment efforts, e.g., to regulators.
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scrutiny, such as with formalized “red-teaming,” or with norms among
alignment experts that encourage such scrutiny.

Alignment efforts are extremely valuable and should be a priority for many
actors. Although we are concerned about the problems that we describe, we
expect that these problems could generally be sufficiently avoided or mitigated
to make public-interest institutions’ efforts to support alignment highly
beneficial.
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Appendix

Defining alignment
Researchers define “alignment” in various ways. Although we leave a full
literature review out of scope, we highlight the following “clusters” of
definitions:66

1. Minimal definitions. The actions or intentions of AI systems align with
the intentions or preferences of a specific actor, such as the developer or
end user. Our definition belongs in this cluster. Examples:

○ Christiano (2018): “AI A is aligned with an operator H [if and only
if] A is trying to do what H wants it to do.”67

○ Leike et al. (2018, p. 1) describe the agent alignment problem: “How
can we create agents that behave in accordance with the user’s
intentions?”

2. Maximal definitions. The actions or intentions of AI systems align with
producing morally good outcomes. Examples:

○ Gabriel (2020, p. 12): “AI could be designed to align with [values]:
the agent does what it morally ought to do, as defined by the
individual or society.”

○ Russell (2020, p. 137): “The goal of AI value alignment is to ensure
that powerful AI is properly aligned with human values.”68

3. Hazard-focused definitions. Alignment means avoiding some safety
failures from AI systems. This might include catastrophic or even
existential safety failures. Examples:

○ Critch & Krueger (2020, p15): “We say that a prepotent AI system is
misaligned if it is unsurvivable (to humanity), i.e., its deployment
would bring about conditions under which the human species is
unable to survive.”69

69 The authors also use a minimal definition on the same page: “AI alignment refers to
the problem of ensuring that an AI system will behave well in accordance with the
values of another entity, such as a human, an institution, or humanity as a whole.”

68 Note that Russell sometimes writes more in terms of hazard-focused definitions.

67 Christiano clarifies that he means in the “de dicto” rather than “de re” sense; an AI is
aligned if it does what it believes the operator wants it to do, even if that belief is
incorrect.

66 For somewhat more comprehensive reviews, we recommend Gabriel (2020) and Ngo
(2020). We take the “minimal” and “maximal” terms from Gabriel (2020, p. 3), and were
inspired by Hendrycks & Mazeika (2022, p. 4) for the “hazard-focused” term. For
simplicity, we generally focus here on aligning a single AI system to a single actor
(“single/single”). Critch & Krueger (2020) discuss in detail other scenarios: single/multi,
multi/single, and multi/multi.
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○ Hendrycks & Mazeika (2022, p. 4): “Alignment research seeks to
make AI systems less hazardous by focusing on hazards such as
power-seeking tendencies, dishonesty, or hazardous goals.”

In this paper, we say that an AI system is aligned to the extent that it acts in the
way intended by the developer. We focus on alignment to the developer rather
than the end user because the former seems in practice to be more common, at
least for the most advanced AI systems. For example, companies that provide
chatbots to the public generally impose some limits on what the AI system will
do for end users, such as not producing illegal or hateful content (see, e.g., Usage
Policies, 2023).70 That said, note that being aligned with the developer o�en
overlaps with being aligned with the user. For example, apart from in cases like
illegal or harmful content, OpenAI presumably generally wants their models to
be as helpful as possible to end users.71

71 For more on the tradeoffs between helpfulness (to end users) and harmlessness, see Bai
et al. (2022, especially pp. 4–5).

70 As another example, manufacturers of autonomous vehicles would presumably not
allow the user to operate the vehicle in a malicious way, e.g., trying to hit pedestrians,
even if the user wanted that.
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